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Location of Bertha
still a ’moose’tery
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No surcharge
needed this year,
legislator says
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A STUDENT IN social work and Interpersonal communication, Melena Tripp walks
through the arctic air to reach the library Tuesday. The forecast for today is scattered
snow with an easterly wind, high at 35, low at 30.

ASUM seeks four new senators
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter
ASUM Sens. Chris Warden and
Sol Neuhardt resigned on Tues
day, leaving ASUM to find a total
of four new senators, Vice Presi
dent Dana Wickstrom said Tues
day.
Hollenbaugh said the two addi
tional seats will be filled along
with the vacancies that were cre
ated when J.V. Bennett and Danna
Jackson resigned last week. The
senate will review candidates and
choose replacements on Jan. 29.
Warden will take part in the
selection process and remain a
member of the senate until his po

sition is filled, Hollenbaugh said.
Warden, involved in senate
since Fall Quarter of 1988 and
ASUM president last year, said he
left because he must work toward
graduation and because the sen
ate needs “new blood.”
“ASUM is in real need of ra
tional, objective people to serve,”
Warden said.
He said he plans to maintain 23
credits this quarter and graduate
by the end of the upcoming fall
semester, though “for three and
one-half years I had the funnest
job on campus,” he said. But, he
said, the job was too much.
“It’s been a long time, and I
didn’t think I could continue to do

what I did in the past,” he said.
Neuhardt, who will graduate at
the end of this quarter, said he is
refocusing his energies on finishing
an internship with the UM Alumni
and finding a job in Connecticut or
Rhode Island, “so I felt I shouldn’t
be a part of ASUM unless as an
active member.”
Deciding to resign was “not some
thing I did on a whim,” but was
necessary, he said.
“I hope whomever takes my spot
can understand the commitment in
volved,” Neuhardt said.
Students interested in the four
positions may pick up applications
at the ASUM offices in the UC room
103. ApplicationsareduebyJan.21

Budget balancing reaches conflict
between parties over tax measure
HELENA,
Mont (AP)—
Plans to bal
ance the state
budget en
countered a
potential snag
Tuesday when Senate Demo
crats disagreed with Gov. Stan
Stephens on a key tax measure.
The disagreement is over the
bill requiring self-employed
people to make * ‘estimated pay
ments” on state income tax.
House Bill 14 would provide
a one-time, $32 million shot of
revenue and has been billed as a
cornerstone of the budget-bal
ancing plan.
Senate Democrats say the bill
should take effect this year,
while Stephens wants to post
pone it until 1993.
Senate Majority Leader Fred
Van Valkenburg, D-Missoula,
said delaying the bill’s effective
date until 1993 could create a

host of financial problems for the
slate.
Van Valkenburg said if the bill
takes effect this year, the influx of
revenue most likely would offset
cash-flow problems the state ex
pects by the middle of next year.
The income also would help
the Legislature with its budgeting
process next year, since lawmak
ers would have a better idea of
how much money the estimated
payments will generate, he added.
Putting the bill off until 1993
would postpone the income until
the last three months of the 199293 biennium, and if the money is
less than expected, ‘‘we’ll have a
serious cash deficit by the end of
1993,” Van Valkenburg said.
But state Revenue Director
Denis Adams said Tuesday that
implementing the bill now would
be unfair to taxpayers, who would
have to make their first payment
April 15.
Under the bill, self-employed

taxpayers make periodic pay
ments on what they expect their
final income-tax bill will be.
“We still don’t understand
why they won ’ t let us implement
this in an orderly way,” he said
of the Democratic leaders.
Adams said if the bill is passed
with a 1992 effective date, he
would ask Stephens to veto it.
Stephens declined to say
whether he would veto the mea
sure, and referred the question to
Adams.
The Senate Taxation Com
mittee deferred action on HB14
until Wednesday.
Lawmakers were called into
special session Jan. 6 to fix a
deficit projected to be $106 mil
lion by mid-1993. As of Tues
day, legislative action had erased
the deficit and created a $4.5
million surplus.
However, that surplus is based
on the presumption that the esti
mated-payments bill is approved.

By Karen
gents approved the surcharge to help
trim the higher education budget,
Coates
but the fate of it is pending the
Kaimin
outcome of the special legislative
Reporter
session.
There will
Stephens’ proposal, which the
be no tuition
surcharge this
Senate Taxation Committee voted
year,despite the
against 8-3 Monday, would have
defeat of Gov. Stan Stephens* pro allowed new store agents to either
posal to raise $4 million for higher purchase liquor inventory from the
education by converting state li state, or the state would maintain it
quor stores to state agency stores, Ifall inventory had been purchased,
Senate President Joe Mazurek said an estimated $4 million would have
been generated, and S tephens would
Tuesday.
Mazurek said the money to off have funneled that money to higher
set a proposed tuition surcharge of education.
However, Democrats questioned
$7.50 per quarter credit has always
been in the state budget; it is just a whether the proposal could have
matter of reallocating the money raised $4 million because it de
from different areas to the univer pended on the sale of all inventory.
Halligan said converting the liquor
sity system.
“The students are still safe,” he stores could have raised as little as
$1 million.
said.
But Victor Bjornberg, the
State Democrats, who control
the Legislature, are committed to governor’s press secretary, said he
providing that money to higher still thinks the proposal would have
education so students wil 1 not have generated the entire $4 million be
cause 93 liquor stores already have
to pay the surcharge, he said.
“It’s (the money is) in the bud been success fully converted to stale
get,” he said. “It’s in there now and agency stores.
“They’re doing very well,” he
it remains in there. It wasn’t that we
had to go out and raise the money.” said. “There’s a record of success.”
“Lawmakers were given an op
Sen. Mike Halligan, DMissoula, agreed that the Legisla portunity to offset tuition increases
ture would “cut somebody else’s for Montana’s college students,”
budget and give it to the university he said, but they chose to vote oth
system” to avoid the surcharge. erwise.
Bjornberg said legislators were
However, the Legislature has not
yet decided which budgets to cut to “trying to confuse the issue simply
come up with the money, he said. to stop the governor’s proposal” for
In November, the Board of Re political reasons in an election year.

King s message carries
less influence in ’90s,
says head ofblack group
By Sarah Silberberg
Kaimin Reporter
If Dr. Martin Luther King was
alive, his message of non-violence
would not be as potent as it was in
the 1960s, the president of UM’s
Black Student Union said Tuesday
after a vigil honoring the civil rights
leader.
“Lots of blacks today are just fed
up,” said Lawton, and are more likely
to listen to Malcolm X’s message of
“change by all means necessary.”
Conservative blacks consider the
Rev. Jesse Jackson to be their leader,
Lawton said, but younger blacks are
more likely to look to Nation of
Islam leader Louis Farakhan.
The vigil, which attracted about
60 people, was presented by the
Black Student Union.
The Rev. Bob Varker of United
Methodist Campus Ministries said
he is “frightful that this day will
become yet another sale,” like Presi
dents Day and Labor Day have be
come, and urged people instead to
“buy into his (King’s) vision of what
we yet can be.”

GALEN LAWTON, president
of the Black Student Union,
attends a BSU vigil Tuesday.
Ken Camel, a sophomore in
business administration, said he
came to the vigil “seeking an
swers,” and wondered “why is it
that it always ends the same way?”
Young black men who speak out
are “either literally or figuratively
shot down,” Camel said.
Camel, whose father is black
and mother is Native American,
said that it is appropriate for Mon
tana to honor King with a holiday
See "Vigil," page 8
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Videotape reveals Bertha’s
desperate death wish

Student groups oppose
Ross Electric's plan
for PCB incinerator

FILM CHILLS VIEWERS!

By Guy DeSantis
Kaimin Reporter

By Bill Heisel
Kaimin Reporter

A videotape prepared by the Large Mammal
Task Force mysteriously appeared on this Kaimin
reporter’s pillow yesterday. Despite the shoddy
production, the film hypnotized everyone in the
news room as the terrorists revealed their latest set
of ruthless demands which must be met by the
foresters if they hope to see their beloved Bertha
the Moose again.
After an FBI warning statement, the film be
gins with one of the members of the deadly duo
standing with his back turned to the camera.
“We are a little bit disappointed with the for
ester tumoutatlastWednesday’sscavengerhunt,”
growls the mystery man. “They seem to be having
some problems getting their people motivated,
considering that the rewards were great.”
The hunt took approximately 10 to 15 mem
bers of the forestry club on a wild moose-chase to
various Missoula hot spots, including Amvets
Club, Fred’s Lounge and Connie’s Bar, though
beer was the only reward.
“The next reward will be bigger and better,”
continues the brute. “And if they are smart, they
will find legitimate clues to get their Bertha back.”
Then the screen goes as black as the devil’s
eyebrow. After much mumbling and shuffling of
feet, the scene lightens again, this time on the
captive moose head with tears streaming out of
her amber eyes.
“Why won’t somebody resc ue me?” she moans
in an anguished voice. “I can’t eat or sleep at all
and I am losing the will to go on. Soon, there may
be no other choice but to douse my head in WD40 and ask for a cigarette.”
Another member of the dastardly LMTF then
lurches into sight, his massive body covered from
head to toe in a beige camouflage tapestry, spew
ing the taunt: “Since we are honorable men, we

BERTHA LOOKS skyward, waiting for
salvation from a Missoula garage. That
salvation rests with the foresters.
will be glad to honor Bertha’s request for
moosacide!”
'fhe screen blackens again followed by a disem
bodied voice that oozes out of the Kaimin’s RCA
Victor set: “The LMTF honorably asks that the
forestry club provide us with two sets of Foresters’
Ball tickets, a case of Moosehead beer and a six
pack of 7-Up for the non-drinking members of the
LMTF. If we do not receive satisfactory notice of
your greater participation in Wednesday night’s
scavenger hunt, then we will be forced to cogitate
on our next action. If more members do participate,
the place of Bertha’s return will be at the University
Oval on Wednesday, January 22 at 12:15 pm. Let
the humbling begin!” No details on where to leave
the ransom followed.

Cards replace change in UM copiers
By JeffEricksen
for the Kaimin
Technology is changing the na
ture ofcurrency at the University of
Montana.
One example of how the future
has arrived is an electronic-pay
ment photocopy service in which a
card similar to a food service meal
pass or an automated teller bank
card takes the place of cash in selfservice copiers around campus.
The Mansfield Library sells
“Vendamat” cards for the copiers
in the library, and Campus Quick
Copy sells “Vend-a-Cards” for its
self-serve copiers in the University
Center, the Liberal Arts Building
and the Lodge.
The Campus Quick Copy cards
and the library cards are not com
patible. The cards look the same,
but the two systems’ hardware and
accounting are too different to al
low integration.
Karen Hatcher, dean of library

services, and S usan Matule of Cam
pus Quick Copy agree that while
their cards are not compatible, the
technology involved is new and
changing, and a single card for both
services is a future possibility.
Both Campus Quick Copy ’ s and
the library’s cards are purchased
“fully-charged” with five dollars’
worth of copying magnetically en
coded on their familiar black strip.
The cost of a copy is deducted after
each use, and the card’s current
total is displayed on the copier.
When the credit runs low or ex
pires, the customer can add value
by simply adding cash when the
card is in the machine.
Campus Quick Copy also offers
the campus departments another
version of the Vend-a-Card, one
that functions more like a credit
card. The department makes copies
using the card; the copier electroni
cally records and stores the total,
and the department is billed, Matule
said.

The price of self-service copies
made “on plastic” is less than those
paid for with cash (six cents versus
ten), and both Hatcher and Matule
said that the cards are popular with
users - each boasts about 1,000cards
currently in circulation.
Jennifer Jensen, a library secre
tary, said the cards are not a real
money maker because of the high
cost of maintaining the machines,
plus costs associated with the cards.
But the number of users “is creep
ing up,” she said, and the goal is
convenience for users and system
self-sufficiency, not profit
Matule agreed, “We believe in
service,” she said. “That’s what it’s
for: to encourage people who are in
a hurry.”
All agreed that a weakness of the
cards is the magnetic strip, which is
subject to magnetic fields and physi
cal damage. However, the card can
be replaced if lost or stolen, said
Jensen, which is obviously not the
case with pocket change.

Officials hear from the nation

Coeur d'Alene blasted for prosecuting Avon lady
COEURd’ALENE, Idaho (AP)—Irate callers from
around the nation blasted City Hall in the wake of a
decision to prosecute a 70-year-old woman who was
selling lipstick and other cosmetics out of her Coeur
d’Alene home.
“I’m getting bombarded,” city code enforcement
officer Paul Telebar said. “It’s Friday the 13th even
if it is a Monday.”
By mid-morning, Telebar had fielded calls from
Washington, D.C., Phoenix, Tacoma and even Alaska
— all from people sympathetic to the plight of Avon
representative Rose Christmann.

The citations and complaints against Christmann
came after Telebar staged five sting operations, each
time sending city employees or their wives to Rose’s
Avon Shop to purchase cosmetics.
“I was harassed,” Christmann said.
Telebar said Christmann was notified in December
1990 that city zoning ordinances prohibit operating
retail stores in homes. She was ordered to stop direct
sales to customers who walked in off the street Since
then she has been issued two citations and ordered to
serve a year’s probation and was arrested for failing to
make a scheduled court appearance.

UM students arejoining the fight
against Ross Electric Co., a Wash
ington state company that wants to
burn PCB-contaminated oil in
Missoula.
Brad Martin, executive director
of the Montana Public Interest Re
search Group (MontPIRG), said
“there have been a lot of students
very concerned about Ross Electric
and PCB burning in general.”
“I was getting phone calls dur
ing finals week when this thing just
broke out,” Martin said.
MontPIRG and the Coalition
Against Ross Electric have orga
nized an advertising campaign in
radio and newspapers and are cir
culating petitions to generate oppo
sition to the company’s move to
Missoula.
Ross Electric decided to close
down theirplant in Chehalis, Wash.,
after being fined nearly $200,000
for violating state hazardous waste
and air quality regulations. Rather
than comply with the state’s regula
tions, the company decided to move
to Missoula and began building west
of town.
A storm of opposition by local
residents and officials followed and
on Dec. 10 Mayor Dan Kemmis
halted the construction, citing the
company’s need for an air pollution
permit.
Leon Nerpel, a sophomore in
accounting and a member of the
Coalition Against Ross Electric,
said burning PCBs in the Missoula
valley is “a big concern” of his.
“Ross makes an easy target be
cause with all of its past violations
it has proven to be a low-life,”
Nerpel said.

Nerpel said one of his biggest
fears with Ross coming to Missoula
is that a PCB incinerator would
leave dangerous substances like
lead, copper, aluminum, paper and
ash in the air.
But Chuck Homer, an environ
mental specialist at the Air Quality
Bureau in Helena, said burning
PCBs in an incinerator will “de
stroy the vast majority of PCBs.”
However, he added that the small
amount of PCBs that aren’t de
stroyed have “the potential to be
released in the air.”
Homer said there is a lot that
scientists don’t know about PCBs
and its effects but said human con
tact has definite harmful effects on
a person’s skin and liven The
amount of harm is contingent on
the level that a person is exposed,
he added.
The state has classified the
company’s operations as solid
waste disposal. A1989 law invoked
by the Department of Health and
Environmental Sciences forbids
bringing out-of-state solid waste
into Montana for incineration or
disposal.
Don Peoples, president and chief
executive officer of the Montana
Technologies Companies, has ex
pressed interest in luring Ross Elec
tric to Butte if Missoula didn’t want
iL
“I’m not saying that we shouldn ’ t
be worried about Ross Electric,” he
said. “It’s just a business opportu
nity that we want to look at.”
Peoples said before he decides
to support a Ross Electric move to
Butte there would have to be “a
long, exhaustive process” to an
swer the environmental questions.
Ross Electric officials could not
be reached for comment Tuesday.

No cash problem in 1993,
state official predicts
HELEN A(AP)-Montana’s
budget woes could lead to a cash
crunch for the state by mid-1993,
but the governor’s deputy bud
get director said Tuesday it
shouldn’t be a problem.
“Cash becomes a problem
when you can’t come up with
enough cash to operate,” Curt
Nichols told a legislative com
mittee. “We believe at this time
we do have enough cash.”
Nichols’ remarks prompted a
rebuke from the chairwoman of
the Legislative Finance Com
mittee, who said Gov. Stan
Stephens’ administration is ig
noring a potentially dangerous
financial problem.
Sen. Judy Jacobson, D-Butte,
worried that cash-flow problems
couldjeopardize Montana’s abil
ity to sell bonds and short-term
notes.
“I’m puzzled that this ad
ministration seems to be uncon
cerned about it,’ ’ she said. * ‘Un
til this administration comes for
ward and acknowledges that we
have a problem ... there isn’t
much we can do about iL”
Jacobson also said that the
problem will only get worse, as
state government continues to
spend more money than it’s tak
ing in.
Nichols and Jacobson were

commenting on a report by the
legislative fiscal analyst that said
Montana could face a serious cash
shortage by mid-1993, due pri
marily to shortages in the school
equalization accounL
That account, revamped in
1989 in response to a court ruling
that voided Montana’s old method
of financing public schools, col
lects revenue from various
sources and redistributes money
to schools statewide.
When the account came up
short last year, it borrowed money
from the state general fund, which
is the primary account that funds
government operations.
The general fund then came
up short—as it occasionally does
— and the state sold $85 million
in short-term notes to pay the
bills. Those notes must be repaid
by June.
But if the general fund comes
up short it will end up having to
borrow cash from the state high
way construction account to pay
off the notes.
Terry Johnson of the legisla
tive fiscal analyst’s office said
the problem is that by mid-1993,
all accounts will be borrowed
down to the point where they
can’t cover $145 million in short
term notes planned for sale this
June.
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Rally on Oval provides chance to recognize continuing injustice
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

UM students, prompted not
only by Martin Luther King Day
but by the first anniversary of the
Persian Gulf War and the “hate
speech” controversy on campus,
will hold a rally today at noon in
the Oval, according to coordina
tor Jim Parker.
“Discrimination has mani
fested itself against minorities,
ethnic groups and women on cam
pus,” but can be stopped if people
“gather strength through each
other” to oppose it, Parker said.
Students, professors and com
munity members will speak at the

rally, Parker said, and an open mi important to recognize the con
crophone session will follow the tinuing injustice all around us,” he
speakers. People are encouraged to said.
“I’d like to think people who
bring poems, thoughts and read
attend the rally
ings to the ses
‘‘
will keep racism
sion, which
and the possibil
will give those
has manifested
ity of peace in
attending the
itself
minori mind when they
rally
“a
leave UM and
chance to con
ties, ethnic groups pass
it onto oth
tribute and
and
women
on
ers,
like good
add
our
will ambassa
voices,” he
campus, ”
dors,”
said
said.
Rally coordinator
Woody Kipp, a
“One year
Jim Parker
program coun
ago 3,000selor for Native American Studies.
5,000 people were out on the Oval
Kipp will discuss racism against
marching together against the in
Native Americans, which has been
justice of Desert Storm, and it’s

Discrimination
against

U.S. has health care but no funding,
says speaker for UM lecture series
By Sarah Silberberg
Kaimin Reporter

“We’ve invented more health
care than we can afford to pay for,”
a former governor of Colorado said
Tuesday while discussing a lecture
on health care to be held Thursday
at 8:00 p.m. in the Montana The
atre, and this technology has con
tributed to the current health care
crisis.
Richard Lamm said the United
States needs a national health care
system, but added that no matter
what kind of health care system the
United States ends up with, the na
tion will need to limit care to help
the greatest number of people in the
most cost-effective way.
The genius of American medi
cine, said Lamm, has outpaced its
ability to pay. The United States
spends 13 percent of its gross na
tional product on health care, com
pared to 8 percent in most other
developed nations, Lamm said,
making it the America’s largest in
dustry.
“There is no end of things we
can do to the human body as it
ages,” he said,
but the cost to do these things is
an “economic cancer that is threat
ening our nation.”
At a time when we are on the

WHAT'S
HAPPENING/##
•Parking decals-must be in
place starting today. Decals
cost $34. Those purchased fall
quarter are valid until Aug.
31,1992.
•Mansfield Library--general
orientation, 2-3 p.m.
•Avalanche short course— 710 p.m. Jan. 15 and 16, Botany
307. Free.

FAST
FUNDRAISING
PROG RAM
Fraternities, sororities, student
clubs. Earn up to *1000 in one
week. Plus receive a *1000
bonus yourself. And a FREE
WATCH just for calling 1-800932-0528 Ext 65.

threshold of mapping the human
genome, making more advanced
technologies possible, said Lamm,
we have to raise the question of
which new technologies we will be
able to pay for.
“Should we give a heart by-pass
operation to a 95-year-old man?”
Lamm asks.
Even though such questions are
now routinely asked in hospitals by
medical ethicists, these same hos
pitals have done nothing in the last
30 years to control costs, he added.
The United States has too many
doctors, too many hospitals, and
spends too much on death and dy
ing, Lamm said.
Too many of these doctors are
specialists and they make more
money per capita than doctors in
almost all other developed nations,
he added.
None of the current presidential
candidates have adequately ad
dressed this problem, said Lamm,
because “nobody wants to bring the
tough truth to the American people.”
“Nobody wants to be told that it
would beamiracle” for young adults
to get back the money they put into
social security and medicare, Lamm
said.
Nobody wants to say that the
elderly get too much, and that the
younger generation is a “victim of

fiscal child abuse” by their elders,
he added.
Only 10 percent of Americans
say they are happy with the current
health care system, as opposed to
70 percent of the British and 56
percent of Canadians, said Lamm.
America “needs to amend the
social contract,” Lamm said, be
cause the current system doesn’t
work, and it doesn’t keep people
healthy.
“There is only one health statis
tic in which the United States ranks
first,” Lamm said, and that is in
prolonging the lives of the elderly.
The U.S. ranks 19th in infant mor
tality, he said, but the way to better
thatstatistic is to spend more money
on pre-natal care and less on “flying
babies in helicopters to neo-natal
clinics. The question we need to ask
is “how do we save the most ba
bies?” Lamm said.
Lamm said he will present a
series of proposals for health care
reform during his seminar on Thurs
day, but that such proposals can be
found by “looking at every other
developed nation to see what they
do.”
The seminar, which is titled “The
brave new world of health care,”
will be held in the Montana Theatre
at 8 p.m. as part of the Presidents
Lecture Series.

here since Europeans arrived, he
said.Mary Thorndike, program co
ordinator for domestic violence at
Women’s Place, will discuss “the
war against women,” or the problem
of domestic violence in the U.S.
“Everybody was here against
Desert Storm a year ago,” she said,
and people need to recognize that
“there is a war going on now right
here in this country.” The casualties
of that war are the 4,000 women
who die every year due to domestic
disputes, she said.
UM student Molly Kramer will
talk about homelessness and the
“peace dividend,” or the idea of in
vesting military funds in providing
“a just and respectable livelihood”

for America’s poverty-stricken,
Parker said.
Two other UM students will
speak, along with Professor Bill
Chaloupka of the UM Political
Science department, Judy Smith
and Rev. Bob Varker.
They will address such issues
as wilderness exploitation, com
munityaction and racism on cam
pus and elsewhere, Parker said.
Parker said the rally, although
focusing on serious topics, will
be positive and will concentrate
on “continuing not to forget..
and looking for hopeful signsand
ways to solve the problems of
oppression and violence against
people.”

ASUM to vote tonight
on plus or minus grading
By Randi Erickson
Kaimin Reporter

A resolution opposing a
grading option that would al
low UM teachers to use plus or
minus modifiers on report cards
will be voted on at tonight’s
ASUM senate meeting, Vice
President Dana Wickstrom said
Tuesday.
The change, proposed by
UM’s Academ ic S tandards and
Curriculum Review Commit
tee, is designed to help teach
ers grade students more pre
cisely, Wickstrom said. How
ever, some senators do not
agree.
Sen. Ed Zink, who co-spon
sored the resolution with Sen.
Greg Lewis, said he agrees with
the “many” students who con
sider the present grading sys
tem adequate.
Zink said he does not plan
to speak for or against the reso
lution.
Zink said he talked to stu
dents at both ends of the grad
ing spectrum, and many op
pose using plus or m mus modi
fiers because “they feel their
G.P.A.’s stand to lake a beat
ing” if the change is made.
“They see it as‘An‘A’is an
‘A’ is an ‘A’ and don’t want to

get a 3.6 when they could get a
4.0,” he said.
Business Manager Paula
Rosenthal saidaddingaplusora
minus to a grade may let some
students “skate by with a *D-’
and still graduate,” and could
lower the overall quality of stu
dents receiving degrees from
UM.
In other business, President
Galen Hollenbaugh said he will
update the senate on lobbying
efforts at the Montana
Legislature’s special session.
The senate will also vote on a
resolution to create a policy for
businesses operating out of the
University Center.
Rosenthal, who sponsored the
resolution with Sen. Ed Tinsley,
said a group of students who
want to operate an espresso cart
out of the UC made her aware
that no provisions exist to fully
protect the UC and students in
volved in UC business ventures.
However, Rosenthal said a
policy must be created that "spe
cifically outlines contract provi
sions.”
Rosenthal said she is eager to
complete the policy so the stu
dents with the espresso cart who
have “already made the sacri
fice” in terms of financing their
business, can begin operations.
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Editorial Board
Gina Boysun, Joe Kolman
Kathy McLaughlin, Dave Zelio
Editorials reflect the views of the board.
Columns and letters reflect the views of the author.

EDITORIAL

No more
yellow ribbons;
next time,
avoid war
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One year ago today, the world held its breath and
waited to see if the United States would enter into a
war. Although the war did not begin until two days
later, Jan. 15 was the United Nations deadline for Iraqi
troops to leave Kuwait
In the surrounding weeks, a third-world leader
unknown to most Americans in July became the arch
enemy of the United States. CNN became a household
word and Tony Orlando and Dawn experienced a
resurgence of popularity as Americans tied yellow
ribbons around everything in sight
During the first three weeks, UN forces over
whelmed Iraqi troops with massive air attacks. One
American pilot who had just completed a bombing
attack told the Associated Press, “We hated to come
back, but we ran out of bombs.”
Experts predicted a long and bloody ground war, a
difficult battle for the combined UN forces.
UM students were tom apart by the Gulf situation.
We argued, cried and fought over the morality of war.
Many of us feared for the lives of friends and relatives
stationed in the Middle East. We watched as protesters
staged a “die-in” on national television and outraged
basketball fans dragged the demonstrators off the
court.
But before many of us had a chance to decide how
we really felt about the war, it was over. Just 43 days
after the war began, President George Bush told the
nation, “Kuwait is liberated, Iraq’s army is defeated.”
One year later, most of us live our lives much in the
same manner as before the Gulf War. The Clarence
Thomas hearings and William Kennedy Smith rape
trial quickly became our favored choice for primetime television viewing.
Saddam Hussein is still the leader of Iraq, Tony
Orlando has faded once again into obscurity and we
have forgotten for the most part about the thousands of
Iraqis killed by Operation Desert Storm.
On this day, let’s take a minute to remember those
people who lost their lives in the Persian Gulf War.
While the body count of U.S. soldiers was barely
under two hundred, we hope all of us have learned an
important lesson from the attack on Iraq.
The next time the United States stares war in the
face, we should turn around, work harder at negotiat
ing a peaceful solution and let Tony Orlando rest in
peace.

The ugly American
They said it couldn’t be done.
They said it was impossible. They
said that the people needed to make it
a reality just did not exist
They were wrong.
They were wrong because George
Bush showed them that it could be
done.
Yes, George Bush, on his recent
trip to Japan, managed to surround
himself with a pack of whiners and
half-wits of such incredible magni
tude that Bush himself wound up
looking like the most dignified and
rational of the ensemble.
The key player in this unlikely
transformation was, of course, Lee
Iacocca. Iacocca’s latest contribu
tion to American thought has been
the reintroduction of institutional
ized Japan-bashing.
Granted, he may just be riding a
wave started by individuals: Pat
Buchanan, David Duke, Dick Geph
ardt and the prez himself have all
been busy making vague references
to unfair trade practices, economic
retaliation and “putting America
first,” but it’s Iacocca who’s really
been putting the ball into play.
In a speech to the Detroit Eco
nomic Club, the aging blowhard im
mediately pulled out the standard
passing reference of Pearl Harbor,
playing on the emotions of the Ameri
can public and suggesting that, some
how, Japan’s favorable economy is
based on treachery. You’d think
even as shameless an opportunist as

Iacocca would hesitate to pull out that
old chestnut, but apparently nothing is
beneath the dignity of “Mr. Chrysler.”
One wonders how Iacocca would
react if there were an Israeli auto manu
facturer who reminded buyers that Lee
Iacocca has an Italian heritage, and
that Italiansallied with the Nazis. He’d
probably cry “foul,” but such a situa
tion would not be too far removed
from what he’s trying with his Pearl
Harbor references.
Iacocca’s overall theme seems to
be finding the economic equivalent of
the Cold War. With the Soviets gone,
the Iraqis fighting themselves, and the
president all cozied up with the Chi
nese, America seems to be suffering
from aboogey-man gap. Iacoccaplans
to fill that gap with the Japanese.
Speaking on the idea of the Japa
nese long view, Iacocca said he used to
think it was a good idea; then he added,
“I was wrong. It’s not a virtue at all;
it’s a weapon, and we have to disarm
them.”
Well, the first shot has been firedin
the economic cold war, and it doesn’t
look good for our side. It’s as if
Iacocca was heading up a real war and
said that while the enemy may go in for
all that fancy “strategy stuff,” we’re
just going to run across the front lines
screaming like maniacs and firing al
random.
Actually, Iacocca’s rhetoric has
taken on other aspects of the modem
American military campaign, includ
ing the hyper-sensitivity to legitimate

criticism. Quoth the chairman: “I for
one am fed up hearing from the Japanese,
and I might say some Americans, too,
that all our problems in this industry, all
our problems are our own damn fault”
Jumbled, yet elegant In the space of
a brief paragraph, Iacocca not only man
ages to imply that the industry’s prob
lems come from outside themselves, but
also that it is the Japanese, and certain
disloyal Americans, who have created
the perception that the American auto
industry’s problems are somehow re
lated to the performance of members of
that selfsame industry.
If Iacocca were truly interested in
working for the best interests of the
American auto industry, he’d knock off
the whiny, paranoid, racist rhetoric and
start working on making decent cars. For
over a decade, Iacocca has been spend
ing the better part of his time trying to
avoid improved safety and fuel stan
dards, screw over the unions and collect
major salary bonuses in a declining mar
ket
When he whines about American
workers losing jobs, he fails to mention
that many of those jobs were lost not to
the Japanese, but to the Mexicans, and
they were lost because Iacocca and his
pals shipped the jobs down there to take
advantage of the cheaper labor.
As the leader of an economic crusade
for fairness in trade, Iacocca leaves a lot
tobedesired. He’s short-sighted, greedy,
deceitful and full of hot air.
And none of those are things he can
blame on the Japanese.
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UC Gallery show transcends religious roots

By Elizabeth Ichizawa
for the Kaimin

In Altarpieces: A Selection of Contempo
rary Icons, 10 artists, inspired by a study of
medieval and Byzantine church art, alter the idea
of the altarpiece to express some very personal
visions.
The altar is the most sacred place in Catholic
and Orthodox churches and altarpieces—artwork
placed above the altar have traditionally expressed
a communal view of the sacred.
Several of the works in the show blur the
boundaries between the secular and the religious,
the sacred and the profane. The effect is powerful
and, for those of us raised on the smell of frank
incense, unsettling.
Jim Blodgett Hamilton’s mixed-media
“Middlesex” uses the familiar religious triptych
form, a center image flanked by side panels, as the
backdrop for a collage of painted, pasted and
photocopiedpictures, objects and words thatcombine religious and homoerotic images. While
society calls for sharp distinctions between sex STEPHANE STEPHENSON pauses In front of her three altarpiecesjnc^ud’ing
and spirituality, Blodgett, following an older tra
"Our Lady Mandorta." An art supply buyer at the UC Bookstore, Stephenson
dition, scrambles them to create personal sym
bols. Classical pictures of Christ with St. (Doubt said of her work, "It means to me a source of secret feminine energy."
ing) Thomas, and St. Sebastian’s martyrdom by color normally hidden behind the coarse ex to use an ancient icon painting technique. Her
arrows have a sensual, erotic mood here, while terior.
“Lady of Vukovar,” a Madonna and Child
images of the male torso take on a quasi-religious
There is an interesting and telling detail in with stylized, elongated limbs and faces, and
look.
this work: From a distance, the woman other-worldly but sad and gentle looks is a
Kelly Connole’s “Summer 1991, Age of Wis appears to have a slightly crazed look in her skillful tribute to a method of icon painting
dom” is a very different adaptation of the triptych. eyes, but, as the viewer moves closer, the over 1,000 years old that features detailed
Medieval triptychs often remained closed except expression becomes shrewd, wise and hu images and smooth finished surfaces. And
on feast days, when they were opened to reveal morous.
though the style is ancient, the message of this
some glorious icon within. In Connole’s piece, a
Most of the artists have chosen to use work comes right out of today’s headlines:
rough-surfaced ceramic bust of an old woman images and forms from religious art as a Vukovar is a war-tom town in Croatia. Pro
functions like an altarpiece that has been opened springboard for strongly personal works. ceeds from the sale of Bauer’s painting will
to reveal colorful glass shards, inner light and Monica Bauer, on the other hand, has chosen go to the people of that town.
Most of the artists in the show appear to be
fascinated with the Eastern Orthodox origins
of icons, but Joe Batt’s work, “You could
have had hooves,” comes straight out of the
American West. It is less icon than iconoclas
tic and is the most darkly humorous piece in
the show.
An old door from Batt’s car has become
the vehicle for poking fun and poking holes—
literally—in the cowboy myth: A large nail
impales an old cowboy boot, while through
the door’s missing window a crazily grinning
cowboy clown stares at us. Tiny toy military
planes hang suspended under a garland of
plastic orange branches.
This is the True West as seen through that
altar of the American Way, the window of an
automobile.

Altarpieces: A Selection of Contempo
raryicons. Works byJoe Batt, Kelly Connote,
MARY RYAN, a grad student in Art, confronts her vision of “Tonantzln,” a pre- Jim Blodgett Hamilton, Renee Taaffe-Johnhispanic Mexican earth godess who, she says, was the predecessor of the Virgin son, CrisPinnyKarkov.KevinLineback, Mary
of Guadalupe. Ryan says her six-foot-tall piece featured in the Altarpieces show has Ryan.Stephani Stephenson and Bobbie Tilton.
“devil’s hooves” and is the latest in a series of pieces she calls “Mllagros."
At the UC Gallery through Feb. 15. Daily
Jeannie Goodman/Kaimin

Singers provide good music, philosophy, humor
By Nick Baker
Kaimin Arts Editor

Singer/songwriter Beth McIntosh’s lyric poems
tell of the environmental and social issues facing the
West and she sang them beautifully Sunday night to
an appreciative, capacity crowd of250 at the Crystal
Theatre.
McIntosh’s cool, sometimes clear, sometimes
smokey vocals and her jazzy, syncopated acoustic
guitar are reminiscent of Joanie Mitchell’s voice and
style. But while both sing
Arts Page Staff ers express the same kinds
B. Craig Stauber
of concerns, they tell their
Elizabeth
stories with different meta
phors: Mitchell, viewing
Ichizawa
the problems from Califor
Mark Dudick
nia, sings of paving para-

dise; McIntosh, who lives in Jackson, Wyo.,
tells us of the deaths of grizzly bears and
laments white America’s treatment of Native
Americans and our ignorance of their wisdom
and culture.
In “Grizzlies Walking Upright,” which gives
its name to McIntosh’s new album, .and in
“Bear is Gone,” she suggests the close spiritual
relationship between grizzly and man and ex
presses the sadness she felt on hearing that
three grizzlies had been shot and killed near her
home. Open, hollow-sounding chords give
“Upright” an eerie, Native American feeling
that works well with the lyrics.
McIntosh’s message is less clear when her
subject is women. In “Three Women” she ex
presses her concern for women living the hard
ships of Wyoming’s lonely landscape: “One

lives her life in the middle of town, one sees
her days out far over the mountain and one
lets her family down.” But between songs she
suggested to her audience that the “90s woman
will be direct with a touch of bimbage.” That
advice places a value on sexuality while
failing to mention human values.
Another of McIntosh’s between-song
jokes implied that all the women clerks in
roadside convenience stores are interchange
able. That off-hand remark seems to deny the
dignity of women who must work late, lonely
shifts and face the same hardships as the
women McIntosh sings about.
Whitefish singer John Dunnigan opened
for McIntosh and his smooth Jim Croce-type
voice, easy-going, funny, self-deprecating
See "Mac," page 8

LIVE’s ‘Mental Jewelry’ will move you, head to toe
By J. Mark Dudick
for the Kaimin
Alternative music is hard to de
fine. It’s music that blasts beyond the
borders of normal, or as Robert
Hilburn, pop music critic for the LA
Times, says, it’s “any music that has
a healthy disrespect for the existing

pop order.”
Once in a great while, a band
comes along and instead of
stretching the old creative enve
lope, it rips through the gummed
part and propels music into an
unimagined direction. The
Beatles did it, Bruce Springsteen
did it, and so did U2.

Now there’s another band ex
hibiting that “healthy disrespect”
Hailing from Easton, Pa., this new
foursome call themselves LIVE.
And their end-of-the year album is
entitled Mental Jewelry available
on Radioactive Records.
On this, their debut recording,
See "Jewelry," page 8

UC concert Thursday
Singer/songwriter Michael Myers
is featured in Thursday’s free Coffee
house concert in the UC lounge.
Myers’ music falls somewhere
between folk and country and west
ern and his repertoire includes songs
by Bill Staines and Kurt Bergeron as
well as original lunes.
Michael Myer sings Thursday at
7 p.m. in the UC lounge.

1492
Revisited
By B. Craig Stauber
for the Kaimin
“Are these not men?”
This question is central to actor/
writer Craig Menteer’s Blue Hege
mony, a performance piece exam
ining some of the repercussions of
the arrival of Europeans in the New
World.
Sixty years after Columbus’ ar
rival, the native peoples were being
slaughtered or sold into slavery by
representatives of the Spanish
Crown, and a fierce debate was
raging between those who wanted
to save the Indians’ souls and those
who wanted to strip the continent
bare.
Most of Menteer’s piece is de
voted to a debate between Bishop
Bartolome de Las Casas, an advo
cate for the Indians, and JuanGine’s
de Sepulveda, the royal historian of
the Spanish Empire, who supported
the wars against the Indians.
Blue Hegemony’s examination
of the issues is consistently thought
provoking, as well as visually ar
resting and full of humor. Menteer
manages to blend intellectual de
bate and absurd action to create an
engaging whole.
What really makes the piece
work, is the mood set by the stag
ing. As the audience settles into
their seats, the stage is already vis
ible. A brilliant blue tarp takes up
the center of the stage. It is covered
with plastic dime-store Indians ar
rayed in various patterns. Ringing
the tarp are pathways of red and
white, and a pulpit stands to the
back.
While waiting for the perfor
mance there is music. It varies from
the traditional to the ridiculous, in
cluding the Davy Crockett theme
song and What Made the Red Man
Red?, from Walt Disney’s Peter
Pan.
When the music dies and the
piece begins, Menteer enters dressed
as Columbus. Covered in a large
black robe, Menteer slowly
duckwalks across the stage, tilting
and listing as if he were a ship.
Paying little attention to his direc
tion, Menteer soon stumbles into
the tarp, looks around to see what
he’s run into, and shouts “Land
ho! ” and throws himselfon the tarp.
From that point, Menteer per
forms excerpts from the debate. As
he changes characters, three televi
sions start up and play the game
show Tell Me What d’ey Say, fea
turing Menteer as host Bob Riff, the
game lady, and both contestants. In
the game, contestants are given a
quote, such as “I lovingly propelled
them toward Heaven with blows,”
and then asked to identify who said
iL
The piece was commissioned by
the Montana Committee for the
Humanities for its conference “Be
yond Columbus: Rediscovering the
Americas” in April 1991. Menteer
said that in preparing the piece he
was struck by the similarity of atti
tudes between Spaniards who fa
vored treating the Indians as
subhumans and the pro-war forces
of early 1991 who saw nothing
wrong with treating the Iraqi civil
ian population as expendable. It all
came down to the same thing,
Menteer said, “do we really care if
we kill people?
The history Blue Hegemony
presents may not be familiar, but it
is vitally important
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SportS

Seeley Lake fish plant Splendid Splinter survives surgery
makes for ‘big mamas’
By Greg Thomas
Sports Reporter

If you want hot action in cold
weather, chase a Fish and Wild
life truck from Arlee, Mont., to
Seeley Lakeandprepare to tussle
with bragging-size rainbow trout
Seeley Lake, 60 miles north
of Missoula via Highway 200,
was planted with 1,487 trout,
each over 15 inches, last week
and will soon receive another
200 15-inch fish, 133 26-inch
fish, and 81 20-meh fish.
Dan Cainan, owner of Dan’s
Tackle in Seeley Lake, said, “The
big mamas are coming.”
“Big mamas”, according to
Arlee hatchery fish culturistRon
Snyder, means those 26-inch
trout which range from seven to
12 pounds.
Tentative plans by the Arlee
Fish Hatchery and Montana Fish,
Wildlife and Paries were to plant
the big brooders into Seeley to
day. The only hitch to the proce
dure is weather, and as of 6:00
p.m. yesterday, the weather was
poor. Barring a prolonged storm,
the big fish should go in some
time this week and fishing could
be phenomenal.
“Any dummy can catch them
when they first go in," Cainan
said.
After fish plants in front of
Big Larch Campground last
week (the same place they’ll be
dumped flits week), 30 to 40
nimrods gazed intently into holes
in the ice. Those fishermen who

used yellow marabou jigs tipped
with a maggot or grub had the
best luck.
“Yellow usually works best,"
Snyder said, “but when it’s slow,
you’ve got to use something
flashy.”
Snyder’s personal choice of
bait isasmall hook tipped with a
half inch of nightcrawler. That
combo is a reasonable facsimile
of an elusive prey those fish
devoured at the hatchery as
smolts—the fish pellet Be sure
not to fish that bait with too
much action.
In fact, any choice of lure or
bait need not be jigged con
stantly, Cainan said, adding that,
“A taunt line and some patience
is all it takes.
“Some guys like to use two
small bobbers so they don’t get
the buck fever. Let the first one
go under and don’t hit them (set
the hook) until the second goes
down.”
Because Seeley’s fish are
large, patience mustalso be taken
after you set the hook.
“Some guys try to horse them
out on a light line and lose them,”
Cainan said. “If you’re going to
horse them out you better use 10
or 15 pound test. You’ll also
need a gaff, and some guys just
use a coat hanger.”
Seeley Lake provides one of
the better shots in Western Mon
tana at landing a 5 to 10 pound
rainbow. Just remember to coin
cide your visit with the Arlee
hatchery truck!

UM netters dominate
in first tournament
By Kevin Anthony
Sports Editor
If last weekend’s Winter Open
is any sign of what’s to come, both
UM tennis teams should be in for a
successful year.
Members of the men’s and
women ’ s team competed individu
ally in the tournament, held at the
Missoula Athletic Club, and domi
nated the final events.
Simon Vezina, a freshman from
Montreal, defeated senior Curt Ver
wolf, 6-2,6-1, in the men’s open
finals Sunday.
“I played very well in the finals,
very tough,” Vezina said.
“I started out (the tournament)
very cold,” he said. “But I got
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Insurance Claims
Personal Injury
Bankruptcy
Business Law
Family Law
Wills Trusts Probate

GENERAL TRIAL & APPELLATE PRACTICE (to US. Supreme Court)

Attorneys at Law

Today
System/
Apple
System 7 brings
a new world of
power, ease
of use and
versatility
to every
Macintosh
personal
computer.

oin the representatives from
x
►
as
they
demonstrate
the most significant
Apple Computers
advancement in personal computing since the introduction of
Macintosh. You'll get hands on experience from the experts.
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until
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tougher as it went on.”
Vezina, a serve-and-volleyer,
served well throughout the tourna
ment, but he said he was especially
happy with his clutch play to break
opponents serves.
While Vezina and Verwolf
dominated the men’s play, two
members of the Lady Griz team
battled in the women’s final.
Junior Tori Stahl out-dueled
freshmen Ann Gronberg ,6-3,6-2,
in the women’s final.
“Tori played really well,”
Gronberg said. “I didn’t play as
well as I’d have liked, but it’s early
on in the season.”
Both teams have a long respite
before their next match, the Idaho
Invitational in Moscow, Feb. 7-9.

Williams now lives in Crystal River, a sportsfishing area on the Gulf of Mexico west of Gaines
ville.
In a brief telephone interview from his hospital
room Monday, Williams told the Citrus County
Chronicle in Crystal River that, “I’m doing good. I
think I’m going to be great.”
Known as the Splendid Splinter, the Hall of Famer
was the last major leaguer to bat over .400 in a season.
At 39, Williams became the oldest player in major
league history to win a batting crown, when he won his
fifth in 1957. In 1958, at the age of 40, he won the
batting title again.

GAINESVILLE, Fla. (AP) — Ted Williams un
derwent surgery Tuesday following a stroke he suf
fered last month.
“He is out of the procedure and he is doing well,”
Shands Hospital spokesman Chris Smith said.
Dr. Arthur Day performed the surgery on Wil
liams, 73, who was admitted to the hospital for tests
Monday after suffering a stroke in December. The
surgery lasted just over two hours.
Smith said he could not immediately disclose the
type of procedure.
The baseball great was hospitalized three weeks
ago following what was described as a minor stroke.

Real Estate
Elder Law

FAX 543-8263

543-8261

103 S 5th St East

MISSOULA

Contact our office in 204 Van Doren Hall, Washington State University,
Pullman, WA 99164-5220, or call toll-free 1-800-422-4978, for more in
formation.
clip and mail today

Please send me a free copy of the Independent Study, Courses by
Correspondence catalog.

Name________________________ _________________________________________
Address_______________ __________________________________________ ____
City__________________________________________ State______ Zip______
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ClassifiedS
Lost: A silver sailboat pendant in the U.C. on
Monday Jan. 6. Reward. Contact Kendra at
549-6179.

KAIMIN
CLASSIFIEDS

Lost: grey gloves. Call Wendy, 543-3836,
543-3845.

The Kaimin runs classifieds four
days a week. Classifieds may be
placed in the Kaimin office,
Journalism 206. They must be made
in person between 9 am and 4 pm
weekdays, Kaimin is closed during
lunch hours of 12 to 1.
RATES
StudentsIFacultylStaff
80 ( per 5 word line
Off-Campus
90( per 5 word line
LOST AND FOUND
The Kaimin will run classified ads
for lost or found items free ofcharge.
They can be three lines long and will
run for three days. They may be
placed over the phone, 243-6541, or
in person in the Kaimin office,
Journalism 206.

LOST AND FOUND ------Found: Eyeglasses at Student Health Service,
1/13 in am. Prescription glasses w/ case. ext.
4131-Becky.
Found: ear muffs and scarf in UGL. Claim in
Pharm/Psych Bldg. Rm. 119.

Found: set of keys, blue key ring. Identify in
main hall 109.
Found: pair of grey leather gloves in Sci.
Complex 221. Claim in psych, off. PHP 129.

Found: sunglasses Sunday 1-12-92 Lubrecht
ski area. Call and I.D. 543-3031.
Lost: 1 pr. of large black mittens. To return
call 543-4838 or leave message at 728-7340.
Reward offered.

Lost: brown leather wallet w/ name Steve
stenciled on it If found please call at 5431129, leave message.
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Lost: Gold heart necklace lost in Psych, buil.
area. Call Roberta at 243-4521

Lost: REWARD Beige wool glove w/ deer
skin leather palm. Lost near Food For Thought
or Grizzley Pool. Please return and call 5422612.
Lost: purple fleece child’s hat. Call 7287856.

Lost: Rag wool lined gloves in the LA bldg.
Call 549-5422 and leave message.

PERSONALS------------------UM Advocate Applications are available in
Brantly Hall 2nd floor. New Student Set^
vices, and UC Information Desk. Applica
tions are due Tuesday January 21 sL
Michael Myers: Singer/Guitarist, Invites ev
eryone toa wonderful concert Thursday night
at 7pm in the UC Lounge. And it is FREE!!

P.T. Club meeting. Jan 15 7 pm. Come and
learn more about Physical Therapy and make
some connections. Guest Speaker is sceduled.

INTRODUCE A FRIEND TO THE ELKS
Are you tired of the same old bar scene?
Come to the Elks Bar! Unique and Historic
10 panels of Montana history, sand etched, in
the wall behind the bar ALL WELL DRINKS
AND BEER $1 Mon.-Fri. 4-6 PUBLIC IN
VITED ELKS LODGE - Comer of Front and
Pattee 549-0542.

We recommend Ernie's Eatery, great deliv
ery coupons in the new U phone book too!

Astrology class basics Jan. 15, Unity Church.
7:30 6 weeks 721-728Z

Adult Children of Alcoholics meeting Wed.
noon, Montana Rooms, 3rd floor U.G

great experience! Contact CoopEd, 243-2815,
for more information.

colorT.V. gas heat. $2,850or best offer. 2513594. 1-14-5

TRENDZ Nitcclub presents “Lipp Sink *92!"
tonight and every Wed. night at 8 pm. CASH
PRIZES! Live DJ DANCE musicl TRENDZ!

Program Assistant needed immediately for
the Business and International Division of
Continuing Education. On-Campus, varied
ditics, great business training. For more in
formation, contact CoopEd, 243-2815.

Beautiful "mermaid style” white wedding
dress size 10. Paid $1200. Asking $850 or
best offer. Call Terri at 549-1608, Mon.-Fri
after 8 pm. 1-14-8

Why go off campus? Rent skis from the Rec.
Annex 12 noon-5 pm, M-F, 10 am-2 pm Sat
243-5172.

CONFIDENTIAL LISTENING by trained
student coluntccrs. No problem too small.
Support and referral services also provided.
Free, no appt, necessary. The STUDENT
WALK-IN. East door of Health Service. 9-5
weekdays and 7-10 pm all week including
weekends.
Do you want to get involved with the out
doors? Help plan, promote, participate in
outdoor events with the Alpine Society. Cur
rently accepting app. For more info call 2431411
i

FALL SEMESTER class schedules are at the
UC Bookstore. PLAN EARLY!!

HELP WANTED -------------CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING Earn
$2.0004-/month 4- world travel (Hawaii,
Mexico, the Carribcan, etc.) Holiday, Sum
mer and Career Employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment pro
gram call 1-206-545-4548 ext C222.
Babysitter wanted 3-4 afternoons per week. 3
blocks from campus. References required.
721-6578

Work/Study position as CHILDCARE AIDE
Close to campus. M-F, 10:15 am to 12:45 pm,
or 2:45 to 5:45 pm. Call 549-8017 days, 5497476 evenings or weekends.
Accounting/computer/ management intern
needed at Mike Tingley Suzuki. Good salary.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MONTANA
ADVOCATES
SELECTION PROCESS
Applications are now available in
Brantly Hall 2nd Floor, the office of
New Student Services, and at the UC
Information Desk. Applications are
due January 21 at 5:00 p.m.
The Advocates are drawnfrom diverse
backgrounds and represent the full spectrum
of academic interests.

Privately owned resteraunt and gift shop now
accepting applications for all 1992 summer
positions. Looking for ambitious outgoing
individuals. We offer excellent living
accomadations, wages, and working condi
tions. Write: Eddi's Inc. P.O. box 68 West
Glacier, MT 59936.

SERVICES —...............
Escort Student patrol has new winter hours, 6
pm-2:30 am, 7 days a week. Phone 243-2777.

AUTOMOTIVE
1984 Ford Ranger 4 cyl. 5 speed with topper,
studded tires. Runs, looks good. $2000,5499050.

1970 Dodge pick-up w/topper. Runs great
Rebuilt engine, new clutch. Body good con
dition. $1350,549-1619.

FOR RENT

............... .

On your own? Don't walk alone.

Two bedroom - appliances, fireplace, garage,
pool, privacy, clean air, $250 ea. 258-5219.

Hot wax and flat file Alpine or Telemark skis
$8. Hot wax wax able or waxless skis $4. Call
Gino M,W, or F, 12 noon-5 pm, 243-5171

For rent 2-3 bdrm, house $375/mo. plus de
posit 728-8295 after 7:30 pm.

TYPING-------------------------WORDPERFECT TYPING. BERTA 2514125.

Fast, efficient, experienced typist using word
processor. Term papers, resumes, etc. Call
Sonja, 543-8565. aq

FAST ACCURATE VERNA BROWN 5433781 aq

Looking for a place to rent spring quarter?
Nice two bedroom apt. near campus. $350/
mo., 549-8035.

ROOMMATES --------------NEEDED -----------------------Person to share house with two others. Fe
male non-smoker preferred. Call Kim at 5421587.

TRANSPORTATION--------

Non-smoking roommate for furnished apart
ment $200 utilities paid 542-0131.

Missoula to Billings area next weekend 1/17
to 1/20. Will pay gas. Call 243-3479 leave
message. 1-10-3

Responsible roommate needed. 4 bedroom
house. $130/month plus utilities. Call 7282171

FOR SALE----------------------

Female student, 3 bdrm. $ 165+ $100 dep., 1/
3 util. 721-6832.

Two leather "biker” coats. Negotiable, call
Amy and Kim 728-0351. 1-9-4

SCHOLARSHIPS

Portable Norcoldrefridgerator/freezer 12voit
and DC or 110 volt AC. Ideal for dorm room,
auto/camping/picnicing. Call 721-0726. 114-4

COLLEGE SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
recorded message gives fu 11 details. Call 7287817 (7am-9pm) Financial Aid for College/
Montana.

For sale: ACCOUNTING 201 book. A-student: homework assignments, quizzes. Bob:
543-3764 message. 1-14-2

Go Griz!!
Skin those
Cats!

For sale: 10’x50' trailer hooked up in scenic
area just outside Missoula. Cheap lol rent,
furnished. Has 2O’x8' covered screen porch
attached; fenced yard; lO’xS* aliminim shed;

knocK-°uT

Counseling and Mental
Health

xC

andthe

Student Health Service

Thanks To Hewlett Packard
Financial Calculations Have
Never Been Easier
HP-12 C

Financial Programmable

'i—.—

•99 program lines • Reciprocal • Constant
•Factorials • APO • Compound interest • 1
and 2 variable statistics • 360/365 day
option • Linear regression • (Depreciation
• Discounted cash flow and more.

$8070
HP-10 B

Business
Calculator

There is psychological burden in knowing you are continuing a
self-destructive behavior and causing harm to those around you.
After you've stopped your use of nicotine, you will feel better
physically and psychologically.

The Counseling and Mental Health Unit offers you a six session
program during Winter quarter, based on the American Lung
Association model. There is a $10.00 information packet fee.

® ® ® SB ph®
Pffl HEWLETT
PACKARD

• 16 memory registers
• Interest rates • Linear
regression • Statistics
• Amortization • 256
bytes user memory • IRR
• Logarithms • Labels for
cash flow/amortization
calculations •Time-value
of-money • NPV &. More

$3250

It's never too late to knock-out Nicotine! Nicotine impairs your
quality of life and can cause shortness of breath, less energy, and
more colds. Smoking, chewing or dipping can lead to cancer,
cause gum disease, mouth sores, cost you a bundle, and ruin your
looks.

Computers
Hours: MON-FRI...8 to 5:30 • SAT...11 to 4

Session
Session
Session
Session
Session
Stession

#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6

-

Jan. 22
Jan. 28
Jan. 31
Feb. 3
Feb. 7
Feb. 12

Sessions will be held from 4 to 5pm, in the Student Health
Service building, lower level. ALL SESSIONS MUST BE
ATTENDED. Please call Counseling and Mental Health at
243-4711 to be put on the list.

Wednesday, January 15, 1992

Vigil

Continued from Page One

instead of honoring aNative Ameri
can because, although there were
great Native American leaders, they
did not speak to all people the way
King did.
"Chief Joseph said ‘I shall fight
no more forever’,” said Camel, but
King expanded the philosophy of
non-violence and civil rights and
made it more universal.
BSU member Marc Moneslimc
said “it’s about time Martin Luther

J e we I ry

Housing director praises...

King Day became a holiday” in
Montana, and he said that people
should use the day to try to under
stand King’s message.
King’s birthday is January 15,
but the BSU decided to hold a
vigil Tuesday because another
event was scheduled in the UC
Mall for Wednesday, and because
the Student Coalition is holding a
peace rally at noon on Wednesday
which will also honor King.

from pa9e nve

the group challenges the listener, cnce between.” “You Are The
through tight, snappy music and World” starts slow and accelerates
revolutionary lyrics, to get out of the to a thrashing anthem of pummelmiddle of the road and get to work ing drums, fibrillating guitars and
on bettering the state of mankind. I lyrics that admonish the listener to
had a hard time keeping my feet acknowledge responsibilities to the
world.
from diddly-bop-dancing, too.
“Good Pain” is a whirling der
Take the song “Operation Spirit
(The Tyranny of Tradition)” for ex vish of a song that John Mellencamp
ample. It’s a tune about getting your might have written and recorded
life together in a world that’s gone years ago, before he got famous. I
crazy. Check out these lyrics; “Heard didn’t want this one to end as the
a lot of talk about Jesus/A man of music and lyrics coerced me to “Just
love, a man of strength/But what a realize your senscs/And realize your
man was two thousand years ago/ carth/Just realize your essence first”
With Kowalczyk on vocals and
means nothing to me today. Patrick
Dahlheimer funks out a bass line acoustic guitar, Dahlheimer pump
that’ll rattle your spine. And Ed ing out the bass and vocals, Chad
ward Kowalczyk’s singing is filled Taylor grinds guitars and sings,
with the urgency of a grinder mulch while Chad Gracey breaks drum
ing tree branches combined with the stick after drumstick after drum
stick. All the songs were penned by
sincerity of a monk at vespers.
But wait, it gets even better. members of the band and the album
“Mirror Song” is a wispy toe tapper. was produced by theTalking Heads*
“Brothers Unaware” isaslow,bluesy Jerry Harrison.
“Mental Jewelry” is the disc.
song about cultural and racial differ
ences. A snaky bass, and chilling LIVE is the band you’re going to
cymbals accentuate “Take My An hear a lot about in 1992. They’re
them,” a song that cries “War in me/ gonna shake up the existing pop
War overseas/There ain’t no differ- order.

MqQ

ContlnuedfromPageOne

patter and fine finger-picking on
guitar and banjo balanced the show
perfectly.
Dunnigan played familiar songs:
Lyle Lovett’s “If I Had a Boat,”
“Dueling Banjos” (A duet with him
self on kazoo) and a “Lay Lady Lay”
Bob Dylan imitation complete with
swallowed harmonica.
He played songs of his own, too,
including one about Jim and Tammi
Bakker that sympathized with Jim’s

plight: “Jim’s been doing time since
he took her for his wife,” and ad
vises would-be seekers, “If you want
to find religion, don’t turn on your
TV.” A good song and good advice.
In another, Dunnigan sings, to a
reggae beat, “I’m too white to play
reggae, I’m too white to play blues.
I’m too white to play anything but
Barry Manilow tunes.”
B ut he did a pretty good job on it
For a redhead.

R.A.’s job demanding, but rewarding
By Bill Heisel
Kaimin Reporter

The resident assistant position
is the most difficult job on cam
pus, according to UM’s housing
director, but it can provide people
with skills that will benefit them
for the rest of their lives.
“No matter what you’re career
aspirations are, you are always
going to have to deal with people,"
Ron Brunell said Tuesday.
Brunell is now preparing for the
new crop of resident assistants
who will be applying for posi
tions this month. Currently there
are 56 R.A.S and 13 supervisory
staff.
Starting next year, all resident
assistants will be required to take
a one-credit course designed to
inform them of special topics that
are integral to the UM commu
nity. Representatives from vari
ous campus organizations will
speak on current social problems,
like eating disorders, drug abuse
and sexually transmitted diseases.
Brunell said the class will supple

ment the annual Camp Paxon train
ing seminar at Seeley Lake, which
gives intensive training in time man
agement, counseling methods and
crisis control to incoming resident
assistants.
“The first week, the major thing
is roommate problems,” said Greg
Mamay, a resident assistant in
Elrod-Duniway Hall. “You might
come across some violent guy who
doesn’tlikehisroommate.” Mamay
said cultural differences arc often
the cause of these problems, and it
is the R.A.’s job to know how to
work them out.
Recalling racist signs posted bn
a student’s door last quarter and
alleged homosexual harassment last
year, Scott Wilson, the head resi
dent of Knowles Hall, said an R.A.
often needs to make lightning quick
decisions to quell volatile situations.
“An R.A. should be able to treat
all walks of life the same way,”
Wilson said.
Many potentially violent situa
tions involve alcohol abuse, which
both Mamay and Wilson agreed is
the biggest problem facing resident

“We have training in dealing
with people who are out of con
trol "Wilson said, “but you never
expect it to be as profound as it
turns out to be.”
Dealing with unexpected situ
ations makes the job a day and
night endeavor. Although resi
dentassistants are given two week
nights off and one night out of the
weekend, Wilson said that most
of them never stray too far from
home. “In this kind of job, you
need to be around as much as
possible to ensure a healthy and
productive environment for the
students,” he said.
Mamay and Wilson said it is
their love for their jobs and not
the free room-and-board that com
pels them to come back each year.
“If somebody does the job for
the pay, then the people on the
floor will suffer, and the person
will suffer also,” Wilson said.
Mamay agreed.
“They’ll miss out on what’s
most important in the world; rela
tionships,” he said.

is now accepting applications
for

4 ASUM SENATORS
Applications available in ASUM offices, UC 105.
Applications due January 21st.

THE HOUSING OFFICE
IS CURRENTLY ACCEPTING
RESIDENT ASSISTANT
APPLICATIONS FOR THE
1992-1993 ACADEMIC YEAR
Whatever the time is between
3:00 pm and 5:00 pm
thru Thursday is what you
pay for a medium 1 topping
Godfather’s Pizza.
example: 3:22 pm equals $3.22
4:45 pm equals $4.45
Regular Medium Price.......$9.04
Each Extra Topping..........$1.19
•Mon. thru Thun., 3 pm to 5 pm only
•Not available on delivery
•Limit 2 pizzas per order
•Prices based upon time of payment
•Not valid with any other offer
•Limited time offer

Applications and position descriptions may be obtained at the Housing Office, Room
101, Turner Hall, or at any of the respective hall desks.
Applicants must have a minimum 2.25 G.P.A. and interest in working with people.

Interviews will be scheduled during Winter Quarter, and new resident assistants will
be selected prior to the end of Spring Quarter.

Questions relative to these positions should be directed to the Housing Office.
Applications should be completed and returned to the Housing Office by

Godfather’s
Pizza.
,v
t
Holiday Village’ 3521 Brook
Shopping Center next to Cine
721-3663
721-4664
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Equal Opportunity/Affirmative Action Employer

